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ABSTRACT

The importance of prerequisites for education has recently become a promising research direction. This work pro-
poses a statistical model for measuring dependencies in learning resources between knowledge units. Instructors are
expected to present knowledge units in a semantically well-organized manner to facilitate students’ understanding
of the material. The proposed model reveals how inner concepts of a knowledge unit are dependent on each other
and on concepts not in the knowledge unit. To help understand the complexity of the inner concepts themselves,
WordNet is included as an external knowledge base in this model. The goal is to develop a model that will enable
instructors to evaluate whether or not a learning regime has hidden relationships which might hinder students’
ability to understand the material. The evaluation, employing three textbooks, shows that the proposed model
succeeds in discovering hidden relationships among knowledge units in learning resources and in exposing the
knowledge gaps in some knowledge units.
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1 Introduction

A textbook is one of the most fundamental resources in which a learner obtains knowledge about
the external world. Learning is considered as a building block where new knowledge often relies on
the understanding of other existing knowledge. Textbooks are the primary channels for delivering
knowledge to learners. Each textbook is written in a certain way to present its content. However,
some textbooks fail to present its content in a clear interconnected smooth way which may make
them classified as ineffective. Although some textbooks may cover all the needed concepts about a
specific topic, they may not be well-written, making the concepts more difficult to comprehend. For
example, consider a group of first graders getting their first mathematics lesson. If the learner chooses
to start with “fractions” without knowing the subtraction, addition, and multiplication, the learner
will be unable to understand the lesson itself. The text’s form is illustrated by the quality of content
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knowledge. Not only does a very rich knowledge textbook help in understanding the concepts, but
also knowledge association within the textbook is important in such a manner to sequentially build
up the knowledge base for further instruction.

Important questions include the following: What are the domain concepts that a learner needs to
learn? What should he/she start with to build knowledge? Keys to answering these questions include
understanding what a lexical relation is, where a lexical relation occurs, and when related concept pairs
join together that can extend to become sentences. Identifying lexical relations among text concepts is
considered a way to help in understanding the structure among the concepts and building knowledge.
An important difference in the textbook is the amount of knowledge. Some textbooks may contain all
the needed knowledge; others may assume knowledge known from previous knowledge.

Using a lexical database is an open research problem [1]. In order to ease the cognitive burden
for the learner, this study proposes using an English WordNet as a lexical database to be the previous
known knowledge and fill in missing knowledge in a textbook. Because the current English WordNet
does not include computer science concepts, the current WordNet has been expanded to include
computer science-specific concepts. Then, it is utilized to add the lexical relationships among the
concepts and increase the connectivity among them. There are three parts to the main contribution of
this paper: extraction of prerequisites relations between concepts; measuring the dependencies between
extracted relations using the statistical model and extending the English WordNet to include most
computer science concepts.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The related work is presented in Section 2. Section 3
references the model terminologies used in this article. Section 4 provides information about enhancing
knowledge graphs from a lexical database as well as describing the technical steps in detail. Section 5
presents an example study. Lexical databases for enhancing knowledge are given in Section 6. The
experiment steps of the model are explained in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper and adds
possible future work.

2 Related Work

To date, several kinds of relations such as semantic relations, grammatical relations, and negation
have been extracted to illustrate the relation among concepts in different research areas, different
domains and different purposes. Given the relation extraction and the methods used are very broad
areas, the inclusion criteria must be explicitly explained. In the biomedical domain, Yao et al. [2]
surveyed most of the biological relation extraction methods. In the area of information science domain,
Allahyari et al. [3] investigated the current tools and algorithms used to extract the entity for both
structured and unstructured text data. In the natural language processing (NLP) domain, Rim et al.
[4] described the relation extraction methods and classification tasks on scientific papers. Authors of
[5] pointed out the importance of relation extraction in the social sciences domain which extracted
labels that describe relations between entities in social networks. Thus, in all scientific and academic
fields, easy accessibility of relation extraction and domain knowledge have become the most beneficial
goals.

Many existing studies have investigated different methods to extract different types of relations.
Those methods can be classified as follows (but not limited to): clustering-based, classification-
based, template-based, and ontology-based methods. The clustering-based approach uses hierarchical
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clustering models to extract taxonomic relations [6,7]. Authors of [8,9] surveyed a comprehensive
review of the most important supervised and semi-supervised classification methods. In the template-
based methods, a standard algorithm is used with predefined template schemas to extract the relation
[10]. Several research works also addressed the use of a lexical database such as WordNet to improve
the accuracy of relation extraction. Authors of in [11] explored the possibility of enriching the content
of existing ontologies. Authors of [12] indicated that the development of a lexical database is able to
check the similarity of data records and detect the correct data region with higher precision. Also,
WordNet is used to extract relations among free text concepts [13].

Regarding relation extraction in the area of education, researchers have investigated a specific
type of relation named prerequisite relation [14–16]. Authors of [17] focused on mining the learning-
dependency between knowledge units in textbooks to specify the importance of the structure and
content of the textbook for learners. Work also measured the quality of the textbook [18] using
one of the data mining models. Authors of [19] extracted knowledge from textbooks by harvesting
geometry axioms for the mathematical domain. Cohen et al. [20] predicted the prerequisite structures
in Wikipedia pages using a random walk method. The extraction of prerequisite relation which
investigated the use of information visualization models for better understanding characteristics in
textbooks was described in [21]. For enhancing the prerequisite relations between educational concepts
extracted from a computer science textbook specific tool, a knowledge graph was built [22].

This work focuses on more general semantic relations among concepts and knowledge units, as
well as measuring the knowledge in the textbook. The ontology-based method is proposed to enhance
the extracted knowledge along with designing a specific domain (a CS-WordNet).

3 Terminologies

A Semantic Knowledge Graph (SKG) is a graph that captures the current state of learning
knowledge. It shows textbook concepts and associations among the concepts. The associations can
be found by reading the textbook. A directed graph presents SKG = (C, E), where C is a set of the
textbook concepts and E is a set of edges among the concepts. Each edge refers to a syntactic relation
representing a piece of knowledge between a pair of concepts extracted from the textbook. A set of
concepts can be connected as a subcomponent to form a Knowledge Unit.

A Knowledge Unit (KU) is a framework for identifying necessary knowledge concepts for a
sub-topic in a specific area. It is a way to organize a knowledge base of content resources such as
text, audio, video, or graphics. SKG may contain too many knowledge units. As shown in Fig. 2 for
example, in the domain of computer science, consider t is a topic that has three sub-topics KU, where
t = data structure, KU1 = tree, KU2 = stack, and KU3 = list. To reach a good state of understanding,
all KU should be connected by at least one connection between each two KU’s. However, in some
cases, a KU may not have connections to other KUs, thus rendering it totally isolated and making it
difficult to understand. However, if the KU has connections to another knowledge unit, this will form
a knowledge component and be simply understood by the learner. Fig. 1 illustrates an example of an
SKG with three knowledge units: knowledge unit (KU1), knowledge unit (KU2), and knowledge unit
(KU3).
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Figure 1: Semantic knowledge graph with three knowledge unit

This work focuses on more general semantic relations among concepts and knowledge units,
as well as measuring the knowledge in the textbook. This study proposes using the ontology-based
method to enhance the extracted knowledge, along with designing a specific domain (CS-WordNet).

Figure 2: Knowledge among SKG concepts. (a) SKG0 in the initial learning time. (b–d) Knowledge
among SKG1, SKG2, and SKG3 in other learning times

4 Semantic Knowledge Graph Measuring

By auto reading the textbook, a Semantic Knowledge Graph (SKG) is generated. The proposed
model uses a model by Newman [23], where the Newman model is used to evaluate the state of the
knowledge in SKG at a specific learning time. By a derivative of the model, the knowledge in SKG may
increase or remain stable. The knowledge for an SKG can be measured using Eq. (1). It takes a value
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between 0 and 1, where 0 means that there is no knowledge in the SKG, while 1 means that SKG is full
of knowledge. In other words, each concept in SKG can be reached from any other concepts, where
m is the number of unit knowledge in SKG and pi is the probability of concepts having i connections
in a specific knowledge unit. It can be determined by Eq. (2), while ck represents the actual degree of
concept c.

SKG0 (C) =
m∑

j=1

n∑

i,k=1

pi ck (1)

pi = number of concepts has degree i
total numbe of concepts in KU

(2)

As an example, p1 means the number of concepts in the knowledge unit has a degree of 1 divided by
the total number of concepts in the knowledge unit, p2 means the number of concepts in the knowledge
unit has a degree of 2 divided by the total number of concepts in the knowledge unit, and so on. The
amount of knowledge in each knowledge unit in SKG can be calculated by Eq. (3), where SKG′

0 is the
derivative of SKG0 and SKG′′

0 is the derivative of SKG′
0 [6–9].

KUj = 1 + (SKG′
0 (1))2

SKG′
0 (1) − SKG′′

0 (1)
(3)

4.1 Text Layout Gain Component Evaluation
It can be thought of as a probability that knowledge learned at a specific time from the SKG has

been formed and joined to other knowledge to form a giant knowledge unit. Assuming that all the
knowledge units in SKG forms a gain component, the state of the knowledge in SKG can then be
measured by Eq. (4) which is reproduced in the context of this paper [23,24].

GKU = SKG0 (1) + SKG′ ′
0 (1) SKG0 (1)

1 − SKG′
0 (1)

(4)

4.2 Non-Gain Component Evaluation
Assuming that the knowledge units in SKG forms a non-gain component, the state of the

knowledge in SKG can then be measured by Eq. (5) which is reproduced in the context of this paper
[24,25].

NGKU = GKU
SKG0 (1)

(5)

5 Example Study

Consider that SKG shown in Fig. 2 represents topic t and KU1 represents a sub-topic. To calculate
the amount of knowledge in KU1, where the number of concepts n = 9, first, Eq. (1) is applied to create
the mathematical function of SKG as follows. SKG0 (C) = p5 c5 + p4 c4 + p3 c3 + p2 c2 + p1 c1. To
calculate the value of p1, p2, . . . , p5, Eq. (2) is applied as follows:

p1 = number of concept have degree 1
total number of concepts in KU1

= 2
9

= 0.22

p2 = number of concepts have degree 2
total number of concepts in KU1

= 1
9

= 0.11
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p3 = number of concepts have degree 3
total number of concepts in KU1

= 3
9

= 0.33

p4 = number of concept have degree 4
total number of concepts in KU1

= 2
9

= 0.22

p5 = number of concept have degree 5
total number of concepts in KU1

= 2
9

= 0.22

The mathematical function for SKG0 can be found by substituting the obtained values in Eq. (1).

SKG0 (C) = 0.22 c5 + 0.22 c4 + 0.33 c3 + 0.11 c2 + 0.22 c1

The derivative of SKG0 (C) is:

SKG′
0 (C) = (5 ∗ 0.22) c4 + (4 ∗ 0.22) c3 + (3 ∗ 0.33) c2 + (2 ∗ 0.11) c1 + (1 ∗ 0.22)

SKG′
0 (C) = 1.1 c4 + 0.88 c3 + 0.99 c2 + 0.22 c1 + 0.22

The derivative of SKG′
0 (C) is:

SKG′ ′
0 (C) = (4 ∗ 1.1) c3 + (3 ∗ 0.88) c2 + (2 ∗ 0.99) c1 + (0.22)

SKG′ ′
0 (C) = 4.4 c3 + 7.04 c2 + 1.98 c1 + 0.22

By considering C = 1, the result of SKG0 = 1.1, SKG′
0 = 3.32, and SKG′ ′

0 = 9.24, where SKG′
0 and

SKG′ ′
0 represent SKG1 and SKG2, respectively. By substituting the values in Eq. (3), the amount of

knowledge in SKG is as follows: KU = 1 + ( 3.32)2
3.32 − 9.24

= 1 + 11
5.92

= 0.85. For calculating the amount of
knowledge in KU1, assuming that KU1 is a giant component, then by substituting the values in Eq. (4),
the amount of knowledge that can be gained from KU1 is as follows: GKU = 1.1 + 3.32 ∗ 1.1

1−3.32
= 0.45.

Assuming that KU1 is not a giant component, then by substituting the values in Eq. (5), the amount
of knowledge that can be gained from KU1 is as follows: NGKU = 0.45

1.1
= 0.40. The result shows that

the amount of knowledge in SKG which represents topic t (0.85) can be considered good and it can
be used as a good reference for learners. Whereas in the assumption that KU1 is a giant component,
the amount of knowledge (0.45) in KU1 representing sub-topic s is not good enough for the learners
and more knowledge needs to be added using other resources. Also, in the assumption that KU1 is a
non-giant component, the amount of knowledge (0.40) refers to the basic amount of knowledge that
can be given to the learner about sub-topic s.

6 Enhancing Knowledge Using a Lexical Database

One of the possible ways to increase knowledge in knowledge units is by adding lexical relations
among SKG concepts using a lexical database.

6.1 WordNet
WordNet is a reliable a lexical database that has been used as a source of knowledge in different

areas. It can be defined as a lexical database of English words including nouns, verbs, adjectives
and adverbs that are grouped into a set of synsets, each expressing a unique concept. Synsets are
linked using conceptual-semantics [26]. WordNet’s structure makes it a useful tool for computational
linguistics and natural language processing tasks [26,27]. In WordNet, word forms can be connected
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to each other through a variety of relations such as antonymy (e.g., Good to Bad and vice-versa).
Word-meaning nodes are also connected by relations like hypernymy (Car is a Vehicle) and meronymy
(Car has an Engine). Although these relations such as hypernymy and meronymy are directed, they
can be directed both ways depending on what relation is formed. For example, the connection between
CAR and ENGINE can be from CAR to ENGINE, because the CAR has ENGINE but also from
ENGINE to CAR because ENGINE is a part of a CAR. Because there are no inherently preferred
directions for these relations, WordNet is treated as an undirected graph.

It includes the following relation types [26]: Synonymy: It is considered a fundamental relation
because WordNet uses sets of synonyms called Synsets to represent multiple senses. Antonymy: It is an
association of opposing words. It is symmetric between word forms. Hyponymy: It is a sub-relation,
and its inverse is hypernymy or super-name. It is a transitive relation between synsets. It is a lexical
relation because it relates one synset to another. Meronymy: It is a part of a relation, and its inverse is
Holonymy, known as a whole name. Troponymy: It is a kind-of type relation.

This paper particularly focuses on a WordNet ontology-based approach for finding hidden
semantic/lexical relations among the concepts in the semantic knowledge graph.

6.2 Computer Science WordNet
When a WordNet is used, lexical connections might be added among the concepts. However, in

the SKG, not all domain concepts become connected. In this paper, the domain is computer science
concepts due to the WordNet limitations.

There has been related work in the extending of English WordNet for CS majors such as:
Computer Memory domain area [28] and extensions in the domain of Psychology and Computer
Science [29]. Different models have been used in previous studies in the construction of Computer
Science CS ontologies, including the seven-step method [29], the model method [30], the skeleton
method [31], and the enterprise modeling method [32,33]. All those methods are semi-automatic and
are not available online. In order to efficiently and effectively use CS WordNet, this study proposes
using the same relations that have been used in the English WordNet in the process of the addition of CS
concepts. Fig. 3 illustrates the steps of a WordNet extension with CS concepts. For example, consider
concepts from the Computer Sciences domain related to Algorithm topic as follows: Tree and Binary-
tree. If the general ontology to add a relation between those concepts was reviewed, there would be
no connection between them, but in CS WordNet there is a connection between those concepts where
Tree is a Hyponymy to Binary-tree.

6.2.1 Choosing of CS Textbook

Algorithm and Data Structure textbooks [34–36] have been chosen as CS textbooks. Automatic
extraction of CS keywords (concepts) and the semantic relationship are among them using NLP. In
this step, two main parts have been completed.

6.2.2 Keyword Extractions

In this part, a list of concepts from a textbook content are obtained, after which the obtained
list is stored in an Excel file. The concepts are used to retrieve all the synsets in any part of speech.
Using the concept level, which here is known as either a low-level concept or a high-level concept, the
categorization of these levels is based on calculating the likelihood ratio for each concept. After the
likelihood ratio has been taken for each concept, the concepts that have a higher value are meant to
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be more related to the CS domain. Each concept is represented with a synset, where each part of the
synset can be only a noun as a Part of Speech (POS).

Figure 3: WordNet computer science construction methodology

6.2.3 Relationship Extraction

In this part the main relationships extracted are the WordNet relationships between CS concepts,
where they are the WordNet relationships between any two concepts Ci and Cj. For the CS WordNet
structure, each concept is represented with a synset, each item of which can be only a noun as a part
of speech (POS). The sense is based on the precise meaning of the concept. The classification of the
senses is based on using a free online dictionary of Algorithms and Data Structures from the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). This paper will go through examples for the concepts
that exist and the concepts that do not exist in English WordNet and will show how the relationships
and the sense of the CS concepts are classified throughout.

6.2.4 Filtration

The filtration step involves the removal of common words like “a”, “of”, or any other common
words not related to the CS domain.

6.2.5 Relationship Classification

In this step, domain experts judge the extracted relationships to decide the relevant and non-
relevant relationships, the results of which are saved in an Excel file to facilitate future work.

6.2.6 Relationship Classification

This step used more technical details to build the CS concept senses. The sense of the CS concept
is based on the precise meaning of the concept, as concepts usually have several senses. The task of
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selecting which concept sense most accurately represents the sense of a particular use of a concept in the
linguistic research is known as Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) [37]. A base algorithm was used as
Lesk’s algorithm for WSD. This algorithm has a major performance problem, as the dictionary used
may not include sufficient vocabulary to identify related senses. This study used ontology to look up
the concepts and the gloss of those concepts instead of the dictionary. The gloss is a short description
that makes it easier to distinguish one particular sense from other similar senses for the synonyms in the
set. In the process of determining CS senses for the concepts, a full detail for each sense of each concept
was prepared by obtaining the gloss and the relationships (Hypernyms, Hyponyms, and Menonym).
The Lesk algorithm was slightly modified to create baseline algorithm. In the extension of the CS
WordNet, different types of senses for CS concepts were found. These can be classified as a semantic
sense (SS) and a geometry sense (GS), where a semantic sense represents the semantic meaning of the
concepts which are not related to the CS meaning. The geometric sense represents the meaning of
CS concepts based on different CS areas. Fig. 4 shows an example of semantic and geometric senses:
{S1 = general}, {S2 = CS/Data Structure}, {S3 = CS/Operating System}, and {S4 = CS/Algorithm},
where S1,1 refers to the first sense of the first concept, S2,1 the first sense of the second concept and so
on. Each concept may be associated with one or more synsets. This will lead to ambiguity in analyzing
the content and each concept in the synset can be associated with five parts of speech. Each part of
speech POS is associated with many senses. It is important to note that this work focused only on the
noun concepts and not the other POS.

Figure 4: An example of semantic and geometric senses

7 Experiment
7.1 Content Material

An experiment to evaluate the amount of knowledge in knowledge units was conducted on
three highly adapted textbooks TXTi used in Computer Science classes at many universities. TXT1

is “Introduction to Algorithms” [34], TXT2 is “Data Structures and Algorithms” [35] and TXT3 is
“Algorithms” [36], respectively. The applied lexical database is WordNet version 3.0, in addition to the
created CS-WordNet.
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7.2 Results
This section presents the information about the created CS-WordNet and the analysis of the

amount of knowledge gained in each of the three books before and after using the lexical database.
Table 1 shows the number of concepts and a breakdown of the total number of relations in each of the
three textbooks before and after using the lexical databases (WordNet, CS-WordNet). As can be seen,
using WordNet and CS-WordNet contribute to adding lexical relations to the syntactical relations
among the textbooks concepts which may help in increasing the amount of knowledge among the
knowledge units.

Table 1: Total number of concepts and lexical relations in the three textbooks

TXT1 TXT2 TXT3

Number of concepts 2384 769 5088
Number of syntactic relations from the textbook 3886 3154 4085
Number of lexical relations using WordNet 150 115 95
Number of lexical relations using CS-WordNet 4250 4100 3000
Total number of relations 8286 7369 7180

A breakdown of the total number of the lexical relations among the concepts in the created CS-
WordNet in each of the three books is shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Breakdown of the created lexical relations CS WordNet in the three textbooks

TXT1 TXT2 TXT3

Total number of relations 4250 4100 3000
Synonymy 1300 1815 2123
Hyponymy 1716 1314 727
Troponymy 1234 971 150

Fig. 5 shows the analysis of the amount of knowledge gained from the three textbooks, considering
the found relations from the textbooks, using WordNet and CS-WordNet, respectfully. In the exper-
iment, this study considers the learning time as reading the whole textbook. As shown, the amount
of knowledge in TXT1 is 85%; this can be considered a good amount of knowledge. By considering
the graph as a giant component to analyze the knowledge inside each knowledge unit, the amount of
knowledge is 75%, which may still be considered good. While considering the graph as a non-giant
component, the amount of knowledge is 3%, which is considered as ineffective. Then, after using
WordNet, the amount of knowledge stayed stable at 85%, while after considering the graph as a giant
component, the amount of knowledge increased from 75% to 80%. Thus, even the amount of the
knowledge increased but the non-giant component remained at 3%. Then, after using CS-WordNet,
the connectivity among knowledge units increased from 80% to 98%; this made those knowledge units
ready with rough knowledge to be introduced as an introduction topic or an advanced topic. Thus,
decreasing the size of the non-giant component to be 2%. 75% of those knowledge units could be used
as an introduction topic, rather than an advanced one. This resulted in increasing the size of the non-
giant component to be 3%. Then the external reference was used to enhance the knowledge for the
textbook, but at the level of the whole knowledge remained stable at 85%, whereas the connectivity
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inside the knowledge units increased from 75% to 80%, as shown in the figure for Textbook1. It is
clear that the external reference was used but not domain specific where a lot of concepts are still
isolated. After that, CS WordNet was used. Then, connectivity among knowledge units increased from
80% to 98% which made those knowledge units ready with rough knowledge to be introduced as an
introduction topic or an advanced topic. Thus, it led to decreasing the size of the non-giant component
to be 2%. Textbook2 has a knowledge level of 78%, where the knowledge inside each knowledge unit is
85%; after that using the non-giant component measuring the isolation inside those knowledge units
is 2%. Then an external reference was used to enhance the knowledge for Textbook2, which increased
from 78% to 85%, as shown in Fig. 5. Then CS WordNet was used to increase the knowledge unit
connectivity from 85% to 90%; this decreased the size of the non-giant component to be 1%. Textbook3
has a knowledge level of 70%, where the knowledge inside each knowledge unit is 70%; then using
the non-giant component measure, the isolation inside those knowledge units is 3%. Then an external
reference was used to enhance the knowledge for the textbook, which increased from 70% to 85%; also,
the size of the non-giant component decreased to be 2%, as shown in the figure. Then, CS WordNet
was used to increase the knowledge unit connectivity from 85% to 90%; this decreased the size of the
non-giant component to be 1%. The connectivity inside the knowledge units increased from 80% to
98%, thus decreasing the size of the non-giant component to be 1%.

Figure 5: Scaling of the KU in the three textbooks

To evaluate the quality of the proposed model, the gold standard for any analysis is human
judgment. The results of the proposed model were compared with ground truth (GT). 150 Computer
Science undergraduate students from Kent State University were asked to read Chapter 6 (Heapsort
Topic) in Introduction to Algorithms [34], extract the main concepts, and add syntactic relations among
them from what they read to construct SKG manually. The results of the obtained SKG were scaled
using Minmax Scaler 3 and compared with the results obtained from the proposed model. The
evaluation results are summarized in Table 3. As shown, all the measured values were obtained by
counting the TP, FN, FP, and TN. The accuracy accesses 86%, with recall 83% and precision 97% and
F-measure 89%. According to these results, the performance of the model is significantly great.
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Table 3: Evaluation results

TP = 57 FN = 12 FP = 2 TN = 28

Accuracy = 0.86 Recall = 0.83 Precision = 0.97 F-measure = 0.89

8 Conclusion

This paper presented a model which was used to analyze CS corps. The study identified the
knowledge units of a textbook that are not well-written, which may affect both the quality of the
knowledge acquired and the time needed to learn this knowledge unit. Adding a lexical database could
enhance the quality of the learner knowledge as well as improve the knowledge base quality for the
specific domain. At this point, it can be clearly stated that this model can fit any new textbook in
the Computer Science domain, as well as those in other domains. For future research, researchers of
this study will investigate the use of Computer Science ontologies (CSO) [38] and compare the result
obtained by WordNet with this ontology. In addition, the use of the framework to evaluate online
learning resources will be investigated and a free online tool will be designed to be tested and used by
the other institutes.
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